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16 December 2017 

Choices, choices ...  

Rakesh Kumar  
 
This is the first of a series of occasional articles that Chris Bayliss and I will upload to the 
SHBC website, to review and ponder over interesting hands. Here's one that came up at the 
Christmas Party Pairs on 16 December.  
 

Should East open? Although only 11 hcp, this is a 
good-looking shapely 6-loser hand and even if 
aceless, does have reasonable rebids available e.g. 1S 
if partner responds 1H, or 2D if partner bids 1NT or 
2C.  
 
However, if East chooses not to open because of the 
vulnerability, then if playing a 15-18 hcp 1NT opening, 
that will be South's first bid and North will respond 
2D, a transfer to hearts.  
 
Depending on North-South's bidding agreements, the 
auction may then continue with a super-accept by 
South. Is that a good idea? With neither 4-card 
support nor an outside doubleton, probably not – 
indeed on this hand, it would quickly carry NS to 4H, 
which is a doomed contract.  
 
If South simply accepted the transfer with 2H, North 
could now rebid 2NT to show a game-invitational 
hand with 5 hearts and likely 5332 shape. This gives 
South something to think about.  
 

 
Of course the heart fit is good, but South has dull 4333 shape. In his numerous excellent 
books, Ron Klinger has often emphasised that with a flat hand opposite a flat hand and 
plenty of high card points, it is sensible to play in 3NT, because there may be the same 
number of tricks available in 3NT or 4-of-a-major. 
 



In that case not only will 3NT score better at matchpoints, it may be safer. In fact on this 
hand, 3NT is the only making game, because of losers in both of North's 3-card suits. 
However, at SHBC only 4 of 16 NS pairs played in a notrump contract.  
 
There are a couple of possible variations in the auction. Firstly, what if East opens 1D? Now 
South has an automatic 1NT overcall and after North's transfer, 4H will inevitably be 
reached, which will be greatly to East's benefit. Secondly, if North-South play that a 1NT 
opening shows 15-17 hcp, the hand is too strong to open 1NT if East passes. Then after 1D-
1H-2NT showing 18-19 hcp, even if NS play some form of checkback to inquire about a 
possible 5-3 fit, North will probably not want to push for a contract in hearts with such a 
feeble suit, so will bid 3NT.  
 
The play and defence in 3NT are also of some interest. Without a 1D opening by East, the 
lead will either be a spade (although leading from a 4-card suit headed by a jack is rarely a 
good idea) or a club. The former is no challenge, while the latter turns out not to be an 
immediate problem, because when declarer plays low from the North hand, East cannot 
continue the suit.  
 
However, South must be careful with entries to dummy, so rather than attempting to 
finesse in hearts, it makes sense to cash the ace-king, just in case a doubleton queen drops. 
On this hand, South is rewarded when hearts prove to be 4-1 with the queen offside, but a 
shrewd West will then duck the jack of hearts as well. Now when declarer crosses with the 

A to play a fourth round of hearts, West can return another club. South plays the A, 
another winning heart and takes the spade finesse for 9 tricks. Whew!  
 
  



27 December 2017 

Moment of Madness 

Chris Bayliss 
 

The Grand National Pairs (GNP) was an event for players below the rank of life master. Kate 
and I were fortunate enough to play in the final four times and we were very sorry when the 
event was discontinued. 

This deal occurred early in the first session of the last GNP event in 2012. 

 

Kate and I were sitting North-South. After looking 
for a fairly optimistic slam, I (North) ended up in 

5♥. East led a low diamond. Dummy went down 
and I breathed a sigh of relief that it wasn’t a spade 
lead. 

No doubt, any sensible person would win the lead 

in dummy and play to North's A♣. Then, back to 

dummy's K♥ and discard spade losers on the K♦ 
and top clubs. 

Not me! 

 

After winning the A♦, I cashed the K♥ and then the K♦ discarding the A♣ from my hand. 
This brought a few raised eyebrows – especially from the South seat! 

Having unblocked the clubs, I played K, Q and J discarding three spades. When the clubs 
broke kindly, I played a fourth club discarding the last spade from my hand. West discarded 

a diamond and East ruffed. With only hearts left, I lost just one more trick, the Q♥. 

So, eleven tricks were made. It certainly wasn’t the best way but it was fun! 

 

 

  

 


